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PROFILE JEREMY TANKARD

By the time Vancouver-based children’s author-illustrator 
Jeremy Tankard was eight years old, he’d been to four dif-
ferent schools on two different continents. Born in Cape 
Town, South Africa, Tankard lived there until he was four 
and a half. His family then moved to Columbia, South Caro-
lina, followed by Hazard, Kentucky; Knoxville, Tennessee and 
finally Calgary, where Tankard lived until he was 25. His dad is 
a retired geologist and his mom is a retired school librarian. 
 Tankard “passionately hated reading” as a child. “I never 
learned to read quickly, and it was a chore,” he recalls. “When 
I did read, it was under duress for school or I had to be bribed 
with expensive toys.” He did, however, enjoy reading comics, 
and any free time he had was spent drawing. “I didn’t like 
reading books, but I loved making them. Drawing was my 

retreat, and it was never just about a piece of art. It was almost 
always about a story.” As he went through grade school, Tan-
kard got a reputation. “By Grade 4 I was known as the kid who 
draws. I could draw anything.”
 Tankard, now 41, comes by his award-winning storytelling 
skills naturally. His dad is a watercolour painter who loved 
telling his sons tales, teaching the boys early on the power 
of words and encouraging them to spend hours drawing 
pictures. “My dad always pushed creativity and thinking 
outside the box,” says Tankard. He attended Bishop Carroll 
High School in Calgary, completing his self-directed learning 
diploma in three years. The summer between high school and 
college saw him “drawing like crazy, thinking I could get a job 
drawing Spiderman and wouldn’t have to go to university,” he 
says. Instead, he received myriad form letters from Marvel, 
DC, Dark Horse and Valiant comics, saying, “No thanks, but 
please keep trying.” 
 So he did. Tankard attended the Alberta College of Art (ACA), 
and after a year there started receiving hand-written critiques 
on the rejection letters from DC Comics, saying he was nearly 
ready. He also befriended Cary Nord (now an award-wining 
comics artist) in first year and encouraged Nord to submit 
his illustrations. Within three weeks Nord had an offer from 
DC Comics. Tankard initially thought it was a great coup, but 
soon changed his mind after watching Nord struggle to meet 
deadlines. “I was stressed just watching him work, and he 
was a better draftsman than me,” says Tankard. “It was my 
first real glimpse into how the comic book industry works, 
and I realized DC Comics thinks I’m almost ready, but I know 
I’m not.” Tankard stopped pitching comics when he realized 
he was replicating the other artists. To stand out, he opted to 
study fine art, not illustration. “Illustration didn’t seem like a 
good road to finding your own voice. With fine art, I would do 
nothing but try to find my own voice.” His plan? Come back to 
drawing comics when he’d finished school, really knew him-
self and had his own style.
 That path would take a little longer than expected. Tankard 
graduated from the printmaking program at ACA; then for 
nearly two years he worked as an in-house graphic designer. 
He built an impressive portfolio with his digital-production 
skills, landing full-time production work at Venture Com-
munications, owned by Arlene Dickenson (of Dragon’s Den 
fame). A fast, efficient worker, he thrived in the collabora-
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challenge head on. He took Peter Carver’s famous children’s 
book writing class (offered through George Brown College) at 
Mabel’s Fables bookstore and wrote a dozen manuscripts. A 
week before he headed down to meet Mack in February 2005, 
Hermione asked her dad to draw some “grumpy” things, 
including a grumpy bird. “I liked the grumpy bird. I laughed 
the first time I drew him for Hermione. He looked so grumpy, 
so ridiculous and so cute. I thought, Oh, I’ve got to do some-
thing with it.
 “With all these manuscripts I’m going to write one more, 
and it’s such a stupid idea about a bird that’s too grumpy to 
fly, so he’s going to go for a walk.” Tankard wrote “this really 
dumb story in about 20 minutes with a brush in my sketch-
book and drew one of each animal and Photoshopped a little 
book dummy, copying and pasting the same character on 
every page.” 
 Tankard met Mack, and after politely looking over all his 
manuscripts, she asked if he had anything else. “I [hadn’t 
shown] her the grumpy bird, because I knew I’d spent so little 
time on it, and we learned in writing class that you only have 
one shot to get it right. So while I’m saying I don’t have any-
thing else, my hand went into my bag and brought out the 
grumpy bird, then called Bird Takes a Walk.” 
 Mack was beyond charmed. “His text made me laugh out 
loud, and I could see the kernel of genius right from the start,” 
she says. “Jeremy has this amazing ability to make an over-
the-top character like Bird outrageous and believable all 
at once, and I could see immediately this very pure line of 
thought: A bird wakes up grumpy. And what makes him feel 
better? Exercise and companionship. How true that is for all 
of us — children and adults alike!” Tankard left the meeting, 
and a week later Mack contacted him, wanting to publish the 
manuscript. After a month of fine-tuning, a book dummy 
was put together. Then, says Tankard, “she made me an offer, 
and the rest is history.”
 That history includes, of course, Grumpy Bird, as well as Me 
Hungry! and Boo Hoo Bird (all authorstrated by Tankard) as 
well as several books he illustrated: It’s a Tiger! by David LaRo-
chelle, Piggy Bunny by Rachel Vail and Here Comes Destruc-
tosaurus! by Aaron Reynolds. Dennis Lee’s new poetry col-
lection, Melvis and Elvis, for which Tankard also did the 
illustrations, will be out in February 2015. Clover the Uncred-
ible, which he’s currently working on, will be his first book as 
authorstrator since Boo Hoo Bird. It takes him back to his love 
of comic books, will be his first foray into the chapter book/
graphic novel genre and will be 100-percent digital. 
 Just how does Tankard do his illustrations? He used to start 
by creating an ink drawing in a novel that his wife won as a 
door prize. “My dad bought me my first art pens when I was 
13. He said real artists use pens when they sketch, so I learned 
to draw with a pen when I was more willing to live with mis-
takes, and I got really good at living with the mistakes.” Why 
work in a novel? It helped him overcome the fear of a blank 
page. “There’s nothing worse than staring at a blank piece of 
paper and thinking you’re going to wreck it. Also, working in 
the pages of a book helped him acknowledge it was really still 
a collage,” he says. After drawing in black ink, Tankard then 
scans the art and his photographs into Adobe Photoshop 
and creates a new document the size the final illustration 

tive, creative environment, often doing illustration work for 
Venture and spending his free time building an illustration 
portfolio. “It looked like Marilyn Manson album-cover work 
— dark, serious, gothic-type images — a cross between photo 
collage and oil painting. It was layered, textured, cheesy and 
awful, with lots of ink, but I was pretty excited about it!” he 
remembers. 
 Tankard worked for Venture for one and a half years, leaving 
in 1998 for a month-long trip to New York City, England and 
Toronto to find illustration work, his true passion. His NYC 
meetings were “short, depressing and discouraging.” People, 
including Stephen Hiller at The New York Times, told Tan-
kard his work would “look nice on their walls, it was great, but 
they couldn’t use it for illustrations.” Toronto was more suc-
cessful. He shared his sketchbook — quickly drawn cartoon-
like images and characters — with an art director when asked 
if he had anything else. That art director couldn’t see the con-
nection between the sketchbook and the portfolio. 
 “It was the first time it occurred to me illustration didn’t have 
to be hard work. Something I spent three minutes drawing 
might be more interesting than something that took me 10 
hours. A light went on,” he says, and Tankard started mixing 
the fun with the more textured, layered material. “Slowly it 
started to look like my own work. I started to develop a voice 
that was strong and mine, and the work started to look more 
unusual, more marketable.” Tankard moved to Toronto in the 
fall of 1998 to market his illustration work, doing freelance 
jobs for The Globe and Mail, Time magazine and The New 
York Times, as well as ad campaigns. “It was a really fun ego 
trip. People were taking my illustrations seriously,” he says. 
 The year 2001 was a serious turning point for Tankard. The 
dot-com crash, 9/11 and the birth of his daughter Hermione 
(he also has a five-year-old son, Theo, with wife Heather, who 
is the coordinator of the writing centre at Emily Carr Univer-
sity of Art + Design) altered his life forever. While Tankard 
rediscovered his love of children’s books, his illustrations 
began to morph from conceptual (editorial illustrations for 
financial publications) to “cute.” His work became increas-
ingly populated with people and animals with real personali-
ties, his niche got smaller and his portfolio grew more book 
appropriate. And that’s when he decided he wanted to be pub-
lished in children’s books, despite the negative comments. 
“Everyone I met who had done kids’ books said there was no 
money in it, it was a lot of work and you’d be turning down 
good, high-paying illustration work to meet your children’s-
book deadline.” Tankard ignored the advice and in 2003 
began his journey to becoming an “authorstrator” (a term 
coined by a Grade 3 student during one of Tankard’s school 
presentations, and a term he readily adopted). He mailed 35 
small portfolios to children’s publishers, including the big six 
in NYC, and was determined to make his way down the list 
“until someone agreed to hire me to illustrate a kids’ book.” 
 One of the first to bite was Tracy Mack, author and executive 
editor at Scholastic Press in NYC. “I loved his work! It felt so 
fresh and fun, and unlike anything I’d seen before. He had a 
charming, one-of-kind art style.” Mack was so impressed she 
told Tankard he could bypass all submission procedures on 
the condition that he write and illustrate his own book; if not, 
they’d find something for him to illustrate. Tankard met the 



complements the other one. He understands character arcs, 
suspense and humour.”
 Leslie McGrath, senior department head, Osborne Collec-
tion of Early Children’s Books, Toronto Public Library, where 
Tankard gave the Sylvia Pantazzi lecture in the fall of 2013, 
adds, “his marriage of style and content is perfect. The use of 
bold outlines, rich colours and overlaid patterns makes these 
among the most dramatic books on the shelf.”
 Melissa Bourdon-King, general manager of Mabel’s Fables 
bookstore in Toronto, comments, “Jeremy’s books have made 
a fantastic contribution to the world of children’s literature 
and to the imaginations of children exposed to his work. 
His books are an important part of our catalogue, and I am 
happy to know that my staff and I are able to put his books 
into the hands of people who may never have discovered him 
otherwise.” 
 Whose work has inspired Tankard over the years? He cites 
renowned comic book artist Jack Kirby, Japanese illustrator 
Chihiro Iwasaki, American children’s author and illustrator 
Chris Raschka and English comic book artist and graphic 
designer Dave McKean as the major ones. Hergé of Tintin 
fame and Arnold Lobel (Frog and Toad series) are his biggest 
influences. “Lobel influenced me the most as a writer and 
continues to inspire a lot of my writing. I aspire to write sto-
ries of that quality.”
  And just what are Tankard’s other aspirations, if he weren’t 
the award-winning, bestselling authorstrator that he is? “I 
would love to have been a musician, but I don’t have it in me. 
I played classical violin for many years, but I quit in my third 
year of art college, realizing I couldn’t be a visual artist and a 
violinist.” But, he says, “maybe I could make a living painting 
pictures, which is just as stupid a dream, but, as it turns out, 
sometimes when you follow your dreams they come true.”

Jennifer D. Foster is a Toronto-based freelance writer and editor.
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will be. He then places all the scanned pieces (such as ani-
mals, flowers and trees in Grumpy Bird) where he thinks they 
belong, building a colour-swatch document that will contain 
all the colours needed for the particular characters on every 
page. Finally, he extracts all the characters and exports them 
to Corel Painter (a paint-mimicking program), and using 
the colour swatch he built, he “cleans up” the characters, 
colouring them separately with digital oils using a Wacom 
Cintiq (an interactive pen display that acts as a digital stylus). 
“It’s simulates a real drawing experience,” explains Tankard.
 Lately, Tankard says, he’s been doing more painting on the 
computer and using actual photographs less and less. And he 
says he’s getting better at drawing character and rendering 
body language and facial expressions. “I feel the art is evolving 
away from the complex and fancy, to the more simple, and I 
can rely increasingly on my drawing skills. 
 When he works has also changed. Tankard used to be a 
night owl, but parenthood has changed that. What hasn’t 
changed is his preference for working on paper versus on a 
computer. Tankard still does all of his drawings in a book, but 
it’s now a sketchbook with a Pentel Pocket Brush Pen (like 
a Chinese calligraphy pen, only smaller with refillable car-
tridges). Why? “I’m a neat freak and hate washing brushes.” 
He’s also interested in line quality, “and a brush makes a very 
interesting line; it can be thin, rough-edged or smooth.” Tan-
kard’s work also used to focus on photo collage, with bits of 
torn paper that were scanned in to give texture to the art, but 
he’s using that process less and less. The smallest spread of 
Grumpy Bird, for example, has more than 100 layers in it.
 James McCann, author, writing instructor and a bookseller 
at Vancouver’s Kidsbooks, says he can always pick out a Tan-
kard book. “The drawings appeal to an age that enjoys fine 
lines and active emotions, connecting the reader with the 
book through the lively characters.” And, says McCann, “Tan-
kard’s writing and illustration each tells a part of the story and 

Grumpy Bird
(SCHOLASTIC PRESS, 2007)

Me Hungry!
(CANDLEWICK PRESS, 2008)

Boo Hoo Bird
(SCHOLASTIC PRESS, 2009)

It’s a Tiger!
written by David LaRochelle
(CHRONICLE BOOKS, 2012)

Piggy Bunny 
written by Rachel Vail
(FEIWELL AND FRIENDS, 2012)

Here Comes  
Destructosaurus! 
written by Aaron Reynolds
(CHRONICLE BOOKS, 2014)

Titles illustrated by or written and illustrated by Jeremy Tankard


